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8:30AM Introduction
Welcome to DIG. This year’s DIG has hit new records by doubling in attendee size, a new space and a great line-up of
topics, and speakers. Today’s agenda is designed to provide you with ideas to help you increase the value of design and
contribute to making positive and meaningful changes in Government for your agency, your career and the American
people.
John Jacobin, Design Office manager, IRS
John is the creator and organizer of Design in Government, known as DIG. He currently is the IRS Design
manger, overseeing the design integrity of 15,000 active published products, social media designs and
the champion of the IRS Design Management Project and the IRS Agency Design Standards.
In 2016, John presented to the President’s Management Council (PMC), at the White House,
on Design and Public Policy to help build institutional-level support for design work in federal
government by sharing stories of how design can change government and public experiences
through the ONE IRS branding success. After completing his Bachelor’s degree in Design here in
the States he continued his training abroad at Ecole Des Beaux Art, in France. He also completed the
Business Perspectives for Creative Leaders AIGA Program at the Yale School of Management.
In February 2017, John volunteered his time to coach government designers on how to effectively tell their story at the first
ever, AIGA DotGov Design, Fundamentals of Design in Government program.

8:45AM National Endowment for the Arts | Welcome
Jason Schupbach, Director of Design at the National Endowment for the Arts
Courtney Spearman, Design Specialist, National Endowment for the Arts
Jason Schupbach is the Director of Design and Creative Placemaking Programs for the National Endowment for
the Arts, where he oversees all design and creative placemaking grantmaking and partnerships, including
Our Town and Design Art Works grants, the Mayor’s Institute on City Design, the Citizens’ Institute
on Rural Design, and the NEA’s Federal agency collaborations. Previous to his current position,
Jason served Governor Patrick of Massachusetts as the Creative Economy Director, tasked with
growing creative and tech businesses in the state. He formerly was the Director of ArtistLink, a Ford
Foundation funded initiative to stabilize and revitalize communities through the creation of affordable
space and innovative environments for creatives. He has also worked for the Mayor of Chicago and
New York City’s Department of Cultural Affairs. He has written extensively on the role of arts and
design in making better communities, and his writing has been featured as a Best Idea of the Day by
the Aspen Institute.
Courtney Spearman manages the Design program for the National Endowment for the Arts, overseeing
the NEA’s relationship with and support for the Design field across the country and managing the
Art Works Design grant program. Trained as a landscape architect and architectural historian,
Courtney came to the NEA after working for The Cultural Landscape Foundation, a DC-based
non-profit focused on raising awareness about design landscapes. She has also worked in
practice at EDAW/AECOM in Alexandria, Virginia. Before returning to graduate school, Courtney
worked for a small tech start-up in Houston and London doing project management and
development, and for several Houston museums and art galleries. She has masters degrees
in landscape architecture and architectural history from the University of Virginia, and bachelors
degrees in history and art and art history from Rice University.
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9AM Apple In Government: Advances in Smartcard support,
Security, and Management
Government requirements have Mac teams trying to meet new security requirements in the federal space. We will mention
PIV, HSPD12, CDM, CIS, DISA STIG and how MDM, VPP, DEP and Sierra can help.
Jamie Richardson, Sr. Systems Engineer, Apple
Jamie Richardson is a Sr Systems engineer on Apple’s Federal Field Engineering Team, supporting
NASA, DoE, Commerce, Treasury, Transportation, and Education. He has previously supported DHS,
DOJ, Capitol Hill and the White House, and has used his 26 years of enterprise and government
experience to assist federal customers with all aspects of iOS and Mac deployment projects. Prior to
joining Apple 11 years ago, Jamie was the Lead Mac Engineer at NASA Ames Research Center, and
led the NASA Mac Working Group for the agency, working with stakeholders and vendors to gather
requirements and get resolutions to outstanding issues. Outside of his love of all things Apple, he is a
self-described home theater geek, film buff, and “borderline” audiophile.

9:15AM Service Design in Government
Successes and lessons learned on building a service design team embedded within business/operations to advance the
user experience
Peter Khanahmadi, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
Successes and lessons learned on building a service design team embedded within business/
operations to advance the user experience
As Senior Fellow for Service Design, Peter directs a team of six employees to work on projects
related to evolving CFPB services to help financially harmed consumers within the Office of
Consumer Response by creating intuitive cross channel experiences. Thus far, he has lead
projects related to improving user experiences for consumers, companies, and federal agencies
interacting with the CFPB to enhance the mission of creating a fair financial marketplace. Prior to
joining the CFPB Peter led the Service Design capability at Booz Allen Hamilton helping clients from
health, finance, and defense transform their organization to become user centric. When he’s not immersed in work, Peter
likes to play golf, cook, and edit videos in hopes one day he’ll strike it rich as a film maker.

9:30AM Federal Gov. Human Centered Design Research update
MITRE along with UVA Darden has been exploring where and how Design Thinking has been applied in the Federal government
with a focus on outcomes and enablers and barriers. In this talk, you will receive an overview of the research and what has been
learned to date to help design practitioners in the government.
Awais Sheikh, Design Thinking Research Principal Investigators, MITRE
Awais is a Business Innovation specialist at MITRE and currently the principal investigator for an
independent research project exploring the use of Design Thinking in the Federal government. Earlier in
his career, Awais served as a specialist in applying lean and agile methods for numerous government
agencies including the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),
and the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA). While serving as an agile coach, Awais discovered the need
to apply similar iterative and customer-centered methods on product management and organizational
design, and became interested in innovation methods such as Design Thinking. Awais’ passion is in identifying
and adapting innovation practices and methodologies into the government space to help agencies explore new ways of achieving
their missions.
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9:45AM Building a Winning UX Strategy Using the Kano Model
Jared presents the Kano Model which helps you gauge your users’ expectations. When you approach delight from a
perspective of pleasure, flow, and meaning, you can then determine which features meet these objectives. This talk will show
you and your team: How to identify your customers’ basic expectations, How adding features today creates more work for
teams downstream, and How to focus the team on real customer problems, avoiding the problem of experience rot.
Jared M. Spool, co-founder of Center Centre and the founder of UIE.
If you’ve ever seen Jared speak about user experience (UX) design, you know that he’s probably the most effective and
knowledgeable communicator on the subject today. He started working in the field of usability and user experience in 1978,
before the terms “usability” and “UX” were ever associated with computers.
While he led UIE, the industry research firm he started in 1988, the field of UX design emerged
and Jared helped define what makes UX designers successful all over the world. UIE’s
world-class research organization produces conferences and workshops all over the world
and for companies in every industry.
In 2016, with Dr. Leslie Jensen-Inman, he opened Center Centre, a new school in
Chattanooga, TN to create the next generation of industry-ready UX Designers. They created
a revolutionary approach to vocational training, infusing Jared’s decades of UX experience with
Leslie’s mastery of experience-based learning methodologies.
You’ll also find him as the conference chair and keynote speaker at the annual UI Conference and UX Immersion Conference,
and he manages to squeeze in a fair amount of writing time. He is author of the book, Web Usability: A Designer’s Guide and
co-author of Web Anatomy: Interaction Design Frameworks that Work.
You’ll find his writing at uie.com. You can also follow his adventures on the Twitters at @jmspool, where he tweets daily about
UX design, design strategy, design education, and the wondrous customer service habits of the airline industry.

10:45AM Break
11:15AM Mapping Government
Design brings to government the ability to visually represent complex systems, processes, and human
interactions. While data visualizations and infographics are abstract representations of numbers,
maps are graphic spaces designed to combine information and meaning. This presentation will focus
on mapping in the broad context of design in government, and the role that mapping plays in helping
explain, understand, and transform, complex human-centered processes. It will hone in on The Lab at
OPM’s use of mapping as everyday practice in bringing human-centered design to public sector challenges.
Enrique Martínez, Design Education Director, The Lab at OPM & Blair Corcoran de Castillo, Design Strategist, The Lab at OPM
Enrique is a designer and public sector innovation specialist. As design education director for The Lab, he brings years of
human-centered design experience to the federal government. As a faculty member at the Rhode Island School of Design and
Brown University, Enrique combined his love for teaching generations of designers and public policy students with a professional career as an innovation consultant, design curriculum developer, and design mentor, committed to
expanding the reach of design as the new lingua franca in the public sector.
As a design strategist with The Lab, Blair leads design projects, teaches human-centered design to
fellow Federal employees, and uses her passion for design to connect Federal innovators across the
government. Prior to joining The Lab, Blair worked at the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services and the World Bank. Blair studied government at Cornell University, received her master’s in
public policy from George Mason University and received a design certificate from Parsons School of
Design in New York.
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11:45AM Building ONE Federal Design Resource Design Standard Center
Hear from four amazing volunteer groups of your peers, who have dedicated their time to help improve processes,
procedures and build tools and resources for positive change within the federal creative space, to be more efficient,
effective, collaborative, and more, by working as ONE government.
Introduction: Chris Yates, Graphics Branch Chief-Department of the Treasury & John Jacobin, DIG Organizer
1. Creative Services Building Blocks Team,
Presenters: Lisa-Marie Aird and Alexander Bracey – Helping to build a stronger you by using foundational best
practices such as workflow tools, job tracking systems, file naming conventions, project tiers, resource allocation
planning tools, digital assets management and more.
2. Be Strategic Team,
Presenter: Linda M. Hill – Sharing how to align yourself with your organization’s Mission, Vision, and Value and go
from order takers to valued strategic business problem solvers.
3. USA Federal Visual Brand & Design Standards Team,
Presenter: Amira Boland – Further promote federal design excellence, both print and digital. To join their ongoing
conversation on Slack, email chris@CMYKompany.com with the subject line “Fed Design Standards”.
4. Marketing Strategies Team,
Presenter: Christy Spangler – Resourcing you to promote your in-house creative services.

Creative Services Building Blocks

USA Federal Visual Brand & Design Standards

Alexander Bracey, FinCEN | Alvaro Rodriguez,
Fiscal Treasury | Bob Haroutunian, Smithsonian
Institution | Jesus Cudemus, NTSB |
Lisa-Marie Aird, OPM | Maryetta Lancaster, VA |
John Jacobin, IRS

Amanda Perez, National Archives | Amira Boland,
GSA | Angie Rohlfs, IRS | Ave Talbott, IRS |
Chris Yates, Treasury | Christina Frye, OPM |
David Jones, VA | James Schenck, National
Museum of the US Navy | Jesus Cudemus, NTSB
| John Jacobin, IRS | Teresa Jackson, FS Fed US |
Ellen Arnold-Losey, GAO | Laura Billett, HHS

Marketing Strategies
Dawn Banks, EPA | Kevin, Portanva, HUD |
Patricia Soler, HUD | Christy Spangler, NTSB |
Jarrett Smith, Smithsonian Institution |
John Martin, EPA

Be Strategic
Christy Spangler, NTSB | Kristina Flowers, Aquent
Studios | Linda Hill, USAID | Omya Alston, Census

12:45PM Lunch Foraging

12:45PM
Lunch Table Topics:
Adobe

Be Strategic

Human Centered Design

Service Design

Apples in Government

Creative Services Building

Marketing Strategies

Wild Card

Brand & Design Standards

Gaining support from Senior Leadership

Open Opportunities
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2PM The Courage to Try New Approaches (aka Innovate) that embody
everything important for design in government.
Julie Anixter, Executive director of AIGA, the professional association for design, on republishing the 1977 EPA Standards
Manual, and how one communications project at NAVAIR launched a new approach to working inside the federal space
Caleb Sexton on how Maga Design partners with Federal Agencies to visualize and implement strategic transformation by
involving as many people as possible.
Julie Anixter, AIGA Executive Director
Caleb Sexton, MAGA
Julie Anixter is the new Executive Director of AIGA, the professional association for design. With
over 20 years of experience in brand, design, and innovation, she believes that design has the
power to change the world, and that designers are some of our foremost problem solvers. She
has experience in almost every facet of the design discipline. She has led initiatives for diverse
organizations including P&G, Kimberly Clark, GE, Raytheon, however, her favorite projects are
the work she did as Chief Innovation Officer for Maga Design at the US Airforce and Naval Aviation
Command. She has an MFA from the University of San Francisco, and an MA in the
Learning Sciences from Northwestern University.
Caleb Sexton leverages his extensive 10 years of design and research experience to help
organizations better understand customer needs and create transformative opportunities. Prior
to joining Maga Design, Caleb worked as a consultant, entrepreneur, designer, and strategist for
a diverse set of industries evangelizing the role of design in innovation. At Maga Design, Caleb
provides his expertise to various USPS and DoD organizational team initiatives through innovation
and opportunity framing, research and insight development, strategic scenario planning, and CX and
service design execution.

2:45PM

End with a BANG of lighting rounds and Q&A’s

Super-fast, super-informative, and super packed with inspiration. After hearing from these industry movers
and shakers you are sure to leave DIG with a bang of positive energy, not a whisper!

Blurred Lines and Open Doors—Creating new relevance for your communication, organization and your role within the
organization.
With the proliferation of open access and communication to all, our role and approach as designers is shifting, allowing us
greater opportunity than ever before. This also brings the challenge and responsibility of communicating our shifting role to
others - our clients, management, company, agency or organization. “Designers” in all realms of
government and business share the same opportunities and challenges. How have you taken
advantage of these blurring lines and open doors to better connect with others in your
profession and to better answer the wants and needs of the audience you are serving?
Julie Koch-Beinke, Alternatives NYC
Julie is founding partner in Alternatives, a multi-disciplinary design and branding agency
that works with clients to create synergy and a meaningful connection with their audience
across a wide range of touch points.
Alternatives’ work has encompassed award winning and business building projects for a
diverse range of successful U.S. and international companies and organizations including Jeep, Dr Pepper Snapple Group,
the American Red Cross and the IRS. From brand strategy development, positioning and branding programs, digital media,
promotion, environment, packaging and product design, Alternatives builds client connection and success through brand,
media and retail.
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Julie currently serves on the Industry Advisory Board of LIM College for the Business of Fashion in New York City, the
Fashion Advisory Board of Mercado Global, and the Leadership Advisory Committee of the Dean of the University of
Cincinnati, College of Design, Architecture, Art and Planning. She has also served on the Board of Directors and as a
Trustee of the Life Sciences Foundation and the Asperger Syndrome Research Foundation International. She conducts
a yearly International Brand Development Workshop at the Austrian Marketing University, University of Applied Sciences
Wiener Neustadt, in Vienna, Austria and has taught Graphic Design as an Associate Professor of Design at the State
University of New York at Purchase.
Julie is a graduate of the University of Cincinnati, College of Design, Architecture, Art and Planning, and the Business
Perspectives for Creative Leaders Program at the Yale School of Management. In addition to speaking about design and
receiving numerous design awards, Julie holds several U.S. design and mechanical patents for displays and products.
Susan Wittmer, Design Branch Chief, CIA
Susan Wittmer graduated from the University of Tennessee with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in
Graphic Design in 1991, following a graphic design internship at the Central Intelligence Agency.
Never expecting to invest an entire career in government, Susan discovered an environment ripe
with opportunities for a good designer to engage with a broad client base with an important
mission and produce work in a variety of mediums.
Currently as Branch Chief, Susan leads a collective of graphic design, UX/UI, video, programming,
instructional design, and production management experts who are aligned with web and print
production centers in a dynamically evolving agency. Susan continues to promote and champion
excellence in media production, influencing senior leadership in the continued transformation of the role
of media production at CIA.

Launching a Better Government Toolkit
Dan and Amy share the history and status of the Federal Human Centered Design &
Innovation Toolkit
Amy Wilson, Presidential Innovation Fellow
Dan Correa, Former White House Assistant Director for Innovation Policy
Dan Correa is a strategic advisor to nonprofits and philanthropies. He is the former Assistant
Director for Innovation Policy at the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy under
President Barack Obama. At the White House, his portfolio spanned topics from government innovation to entrepreneurship policies. He led the White House Smart Cities Initiative, launched in fall of 2015, and crafted the President’s
Strategy for American Innovation, which provided a blueprint for the Administration’s efforts to promote
lasting economic growth and competitiveness through innovation.
Amy J. Wilson is a user-centered product manager working at the intersection of communications
and technology to solve complex challenges. She currently serves as a White House Presidential
Innovation Fellow (PIF) that leads the Better Government movement--a crowdsourced, open-source
project aimed at increasing adoption of innovative practices for a 21st century government. Her first
year as PIF she founded the first government-wide technology accelerator to make the government
better buyers of digital products and led the White House Open Data Innovation Summit, a celebration
of the open data and government movement during the Obama Administration.

Science of Design
How do we incorporate and adapt evidence-based program changes for government? How can we build rapid, rigorous
testing into program implementation? How can we measure the impact of good design? The Office of Evaluation Sciences’
portfolio of projects across government demonstrates that research insights from the social sciences offer tools that can
make the way government serves citizens more efficient and effective.
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Amira Choueiki Boland, Deputy Director, Office of Evaluation Sciences, GSA
Amira serves as the Deputy Director of the Office of Evaluation Sciences and leads building a portfolio
of projects in the Justice space. She has worked on a number of collaborations focused on
improving government operations, which ranges from improving program integrity, to changing
the citizen experience interacting with government forms, processes, and information sharing
to streamlining government services and has done the visual design of interventions across
the OES portfolio. Prior to joining OES, Amira worked as a management consultant serving
financial services, international, national, and state-level governmental clients. She was a founder
of Deloitte’s US and Canadian Behavioral Insights Groups, and specialized in government reform,
performance and impact measurement, social finance, and social enterprise engagements. Before
Deloitte, she researched the human capital practices of Middle Eastern and North African terrorist organizations. Trained in Human Centered and User Experience design, Amira is a graduate of the School of Economics and the
Sam Nunn School of International Affairs at the Georgia Institute of Technology.

Open Innovation at IRS
Hear how the IRS leveraged crowdsourcing by engaging the public in a Tax Design Challenge to rethink
how taxpayer data is displayed to them and how these ideas are being applied across digital products.
Learn about how the IRS is leveraging predictive analytics to implement an information architecture
transformation that will provide taxpayers and tax professionals with options to optimize their
personal experience on IRS.gov.
Michael Lin, Acting Functional Chief, User Experience and Design
Vanessa Varin, Management & Program Analyst, IRS.gov Architecture and Design Team Lead
Michael Lin is a digital strategist and UX evangelist with the Internal Revenue Service. He leads initiatives
to reimagine the taxpayer experience through a dedicated focus to digital innovation and user-centered
design.
Vanessa Varin, a digital strategist, has implemented numerous, iterative web transformation projects
on IRS.gov since joining the IRS in 2014. She specializes in predictive analytics based content
strategy, information architecture, and records management that improves user experiences online
and the ability to find the information they need quickly and easily.

Customer-Centric Agency: Introducing Design Methods to Project Teams
Hear about how GSA’s Office of Customer Experience is building the capacity
of project teams across the agency through a series of human-centered design workshops and
follow-ups.
Matthew Ford, Deputy Chief Customer Officer, GSA
Matt Ford serves as Deputy Chief Customer Officer at GSA, where he develops and implements
customer-centric strategies, programs, and digital experiences to support federal agencies across
government. Previously, Matt has worked at the intersection of design and strategy to create new
businesses and reinvent existing ones for social impact startups and financial and technology firms.

Foreign Assistance and Creative Persistence: The State Department’s Journey to Design an Open Data Experience for All
Learn about the State Department’s journey to bring your average Joe and Jane into the world of U.S. foreign assistance
through smart design and a commitment to the user. Amin Vafa, from the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources (F) will
discuss the awesome challenge of taking congressionally mandated foreign assistance data, moving it beyond a “check the
box” exercise, and finding ways to make it useful and exciting to all.
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Amin Vafa, Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources, State Department
Amin Vafa is a Planning Analyst in the Office of U.S. Foreign Assistance Resources (F) at
the Department of State and works towards fostering evidence-based decision-making
as one of the leaders of the State Data Community of Practice and enhancing data
transparency through ForeignAssistance.gov. Prior to joining the State Department, Amin
was an analyst at the U.S. Census Bureau International Programs Center for Demographic and
Economic Studies, where he created estimates and projections and conducted analysis workshops
for counterparts in the developing world.

Deloitte’s plan to lead with design in its federal transformation work.
Jeneanne Rae, Customer Experience Lead, Deloitte Consulting LLP Design @ Scale
Jeneanne Rae — an internationally recognized leader in innovation, human-centered design, and
customer experience (CX) — joined Deloitte’s federal government practice as federal customer CX
leader, civilian sector. Rae, specialist executive, Deloitte Consulting LLP, is focused on creating and
implementing service design-focused CX programs for the federal government’s civilian sector,
more than 22 citizen-facing agencies.
In recent years, Rae created and produced its annual “Design Value Index” in partnership with the
Design Management Institute. This popular analysis shows a stock market index of publicly traded,
design-led corporations outperform the S&P by a margin of over 200 percent for three consecutive
10-year periods.

The first question of leadership
“Future Shock” author, Alvin Toffler, warned us decades ago: “The future always comes too fast and in the wrong order.” His
prediction has become our reality and today we find ourselves living in a time of immense disruption. As conditions change,
strategies and models must change as well. Today’s leaders are called to think and act far differently than yesterday’s more
traditional leaders. And each of us are called to become the leader of our own destiny. Why does this matter,
especially, to the design community? Are we ready to lead? Where do we begin?
David Burney, CEO, New Kind, Executive + Leadership Coach, Designer
David Burney has 35 years of experience building and leading creative services organizations. Prior
to founding New Kind eight years ago, David served for 4 1/2 years as Vice President of Brand
Communications and Design at Red Hat – one of the most disruptive technology brands in the
world. David led the company’s overall brand communications strategy, including all creative and
cultural communications functions.
Prior to his time at Red Hat, David was the owner of Burney Design, partner and Chief Creative Officer at
Capstrat, and Chief Designer at the NC Museum of Art.
More than thirty years ago David was a founding member of the Raleigh AIGA chapter where he later served as President. In
2009 he was recognized with the AIGA Fellows Award.
Steve Manno, Director of IRS Publishing and DIG MC
Steve Manno is the IRS director of Publishing and has worked at IRS for 26 years. He is proud to
have played a role in several publishing advancements at IRS, including the recent launch of IRS
eBook products, but he still loves ink on paper. Prior to joining IRS, Steve worked in the publishing
and printing fields, and so has spent his entire career in a state of near constant anxiety.

Closing Remarks | What’s to DiG next | Networking

A Special Thanks...
❯❯ Thanks to our DIG speakers, for sharing their valuable time and expertise in support of our Design in
Government community.

❯❯ Thanks to the support from our Design Industry DIG advocates and supporters who have graciously
helped with networking, sharing best practices and design experiences, this including professional trade
associations, organizations, vendors and others with whom we partner.

❯❯ Thanks to the leadership who encouraged and allowed individuals to attend DIG.
❯❯ Thanks to the National Endowment for the Arts for being so generous and welcoming DIG to their facility.
❯❯ Thanks to each individual who volunteered to participate as a member of the working groups to help build
ONE Federal Design Resource Design Standard Center.

❯❯ Thanks to the Inspire & Be Inspired participants for sharing their work and stories.
❯❯ Thanks to each individual who helped with the IT coordination, preparation of the agenda, all signage and
design and others providing a helping hand to make this DIG possible.

❯❯ Thanks to the building security and the cafeteria staff for keeping us comfortable and safe.
❯❯ Extra Special Thanks to Lee Andrese, VP, Managing Director of Aquent Studios’ Federal Division. Her
mission is to elevate the level and capacity of good design within government, and change how the
government procures and leverages marketing and creative services. Lee has been a supporter, advocate
and contributer to DIG from the early days. For each DIG event she has worked behind the scenes and
played a major role in the early planning through the day of the event.

❯❯ Last but not least, thanks to YOU, the attendees, for your interest and participation in raising the value of
Design in Government through collaboration.

❯❯ And as always… the Ants!

“Government should be collaborative”
Thank you for your continued dedication to public service and your commitment to being part of the Design In
Government (DIG) community. DIG is where government designers come together for one cause, for one nation, that
touches the world.
Print magazine published an article by Neil Kleinman in August 1973 titled, Design and the Federal Government,
covering the First Federal Design Assembly, an attempt in the ‘70s to upgrade government design. The purpose of the
Assembly was to begin the process of showing federal administrators that “good design is good government.” Nancy
Hanks, head of the National Endowment for the Arts welcomed 1,000 designers and federal administrators and a
recording by President Nixon was played in support of good federal design. He said, “Design can save money, time
and can immeasurably enhance communication and understanding.”
Back in 2009, that article inspired me to connect with other creative minded individuals in federal government, who
felt they too were working in a vacuum. Soon after, the conviction emerged to establish the first Design In Government
(DIG) event that same year. Since then, DIG has continued to grow thanks to the volunteers and the people who come
together unconditionally to share and learn best practices as part of ONE federal design community. DIG affords us the
space to discuss design industry trends, challenges and opportunities within and outside the federal government.
The desire for creative minds to collaborate is alive and well in government today!
Each DIG event, since 2009 has received enthusiastic response from the attendees and speakers that eagerly shared
and contributed to DIG’s success. This year, we have raised the engagement of the community, by setting a goal
for establishing ONE Federal Center For Design Resources and Standards, another grassroots of over 40 volunteers
working collaboratively on important design industry topics. I have been impressed and inspired watching the
volunteers work together as ONE community, regardless of their differences in originating organizations, disciplines,
levels and titles.
DIG is a grass-roots effort driven by passionate and talented designers. Since its inception in 2009, DIG has tripled in
attendance from 75 to over 400 in 2017. By each of us coming together as a ONE design community and sharing best
practices, we ARE making design within government more powerful.
Additionally, everything you see was provided at no cost to the taxpayers. DIG is indeed a labor of love.
Thank you for attending DIG 2017 and your continued efforts to elevate the importance and value of design
in government!
John Jacobin, DIG Creator/Organizer

“Collaboration actively engages Americans in the work of their Government. Executive departments and agencies should use
innovative tools, methods, and systems to cooperate among themselves, across all levels of Government, and with nonprofit
organizations, businesses, and individuals in the private sector. Executive departments and agencies should solicit public
feedback to assess and improve their level of collaboration and to identify new opportunities for cooperation.”
President Barack Obama, Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies
“Design can save money, time and can immeasurably enhance communication and understanding.”
President Richard Nixon
“If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more and become more, you are a leader.”
President John Quincy Adams
“Art is a nation’s most precious heritage. For it is in our works of art that we reveal to ourselves and to others the inner
vision which guides us as a nation. And where there is no vision, the people perish.”
President Lyndon Johnson, on signing into existence the National Endowment on the Arts
“My fellow Americans: Ask not what your country can do for you, ask what you can do for your country.”
President John F. Kennedy’s inaugural address on Jan. 20, 1961

